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a) Knitting is a periodic structure of slip knots. b) Textiles with intricate patterns
are knit by combining slipknots in specific combinations. Credit: Elisabetta
Matsumoto

Dating back more than 3,000 years, knitting is an ancient form of
manufacturing, but Elisabetta Matsumoto of the Georgia Institute of
Technology in Atlanta believes that understanding how stitch types
govern shape and stretchiness will be invaluable for designing new
"tunable" materials. For instance, tissuelike flexible material could be
manufactured to replace biological tissues, such as torn ligaments, with
stretchiness and sizing personalized to fit each individual.

At the American Physical Society March Meeting in Boston this week,
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Matsumoto will present her work on the mathematical rules that underlie
knitting. She will also participate in a press conference describing the
work. Information for logging on to watch and ask questions remotely is
included at the end of this news release.

"By picking a stitch you are not only choosing the geometry but the 
elastic properties, and that means you can build in the right mechanical
properties for anything from aerospace engineering to tissue scaffolding 
materials," said Matsumoto.

Matsumoto enjoyed knitting as a child and when she later became
interested in mathematics and physics, she developed a new appreciation
for her hobby.

"I realized that there is just a huge amount of math and materials science
that goes into textiles, but that is taken for granted an awful lot," said
Matsumoto.

"Every type of stitch has a different elasticity, and if we figure out
everything possible then we could create things that are rigid in a certain
place using a certain type of stitch, and use a different type of stitch in
another place to get different functionality."
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https://phys.org/tags/elastic+properties/
https://phys.org/tags/materials/
https://phys.org/tags/materials+science/


 

  

Topological defects in the square can shape the (a) out-of-plane and (b) in-plane
deformations of knitted textiles. Credit: Elisabetta Matsumoto

Members of the Matsumoto group are beginning to delve through the
complex math which encodes mechanical properties within the
interlocking series of slip knots of a material. But applying the pure
mathematics of knot theory to the huge catalog of knit patterns is a
tricky process for Matsumoto's graduate student, Shashank Markande.

"Stitches have some very strange constraints; for instance, I need to be
able to make it with two needles and one piece of yarn—how do you
translate that into math?" said Matsumoto.

But Markande is starting to build the knit algebra into larger, more 
complex patterns, and he feeds this into the elastic modelling of simple
latticelike knits, which Matsumoto's post-doc, Michael Dimitriyev is
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https://phys.org/tags/complex+patterns/


 

developing.

Dimitriyev's fabric behavior solving code is showing potential beyond
material design, in the realm of computer game graphics.
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Five fabrics (a) stockinette, (b) reverse stockinette, (c) garter, (d) 1x1 ribbing
and (e) seed made from knits and purls. Each of these are doubly periodic - with
unit cell outlined by a dashed box. Credit: Elisabetta Matsumoto

"Fabric and cloth tends to look a little strange in computer games
because they use simple bead and spring elasticity models, so if we can
come up with a simple set up of differential equations it may help things
to look better," said Matsumoto.

For the moment, the Matsumoto group is focusing on very simple stitch
patterns and curves in knitted lattices; however, soon they hope to
understand how knits behave in 3-D.

But as they tease out the math between the stitches, Matsumoto makes
sure they keep their eyes on how these patterns come together by
arranging the occasional crafting session with the origami group next
door.

  More information: The 2019 APS March Meeting presentation
"Twisted topological tangles: or the knot theory of knitting," by
Elisabetta Matsumoto, Shashank Ganesh and Markande Dimitriyev, will
take place Wednesday, March 6, at 8:00 a.m. in Room: 259A of the
Boston Convention and Exhibition Center. Abstract: 
meetings.aps.org/Meeting/MAR19/Session/K63.1

Provided by American Physical Society
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https://phys.org/tags/differential+equations/
http://meetings.aps.org/Meeting/MAR19/Session/K63.1
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